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July Highlights 
 
■ Over 1,700 families arrived in camps across Iraq and over 2,400 

families departed camps, including to locations other than areas of origin.  

 

■ UNHCR and partners’ protection monitoring and interventions 

remains essential, and on several occasions prevented or mitigated forced 

returns or evictions. 

 

■ UNHCR Iraq has begun rolling out its SGBV prevention initiative 

Engaging Men and Boys in Accountable Practices (EMAP) in Iraq.  

 

Displacement  

According to IOM’s Displacement Tracking Matrix, 1.9 million individuals 

remain in displacement, continuing a gradual decline, while the number of 

returnees has increased to 3.9 million. Despite this trend, some 1,700 families 

arrived in camps across Iraq in July, compared to some 2,400 families 

returning to areas of origin or moving to other locations. Reasons for 

displacement consistently include poor living conditions, a continued volatile 

security situation, lack of shelter, services and livelihood opportunities, and 

lack of progress in clearing explosive hazards. Small-scale displacement was 

caused in parts of Hawiga district in Kirkuk Governorate and Al-Daur district in 

Salah al-Din Governorate by the deteriorating security situation. Meanwhile in 

areas of Diyala Governorate hosting both Kurdish and Arab families, instances 

of displacement were observed due to threats linked to increased community 

tension following the September 2017 independence referendum in the 

Kurdistan Region of Iraq (KR-I). Community tension and threats against 

families with perceived extremist affiliation continues to cause secondary 

displacement and to limit options beyond camps.  

 

Conditions in camps continue to be challenging amidst rising temperatures 

and a gradual scale down of services due to limited funding.  In Al Alam, Al 

Karama and Al Shahama camps in Salah al-Din, there are concerns over 

insufficient fuel supply from the Iraqi authorities to meet the needs of camp 

water pump generators. The situation in Al Shahama is particularly challenging 

due to the movement restrictions imposed by authorities that prevent IDPs 

from leaving. Water issues are also reported in some camps in Ninewa and 

Anbar. 

 

The Ministry of Transportation ceased providing buses to bring IDPs entering 

Hamam Al Alil camps 1 and 2 in Ninewa from the nearby Transit Site, forcing 

most IDPs to walk one to five kilometres carrying their belongings in high 

temperatures. UNHCR was able to provide transportation for vulnerable IDPs, 

including female headed households, pregnant women and disabled 

individuals, and is advocating with authorities to resume the service. 

 

Intention surveys conducted in May with out-of-camp IDPs in Dohuk, Erbil, 

Ninewa, Salah al-Din and Sulaymaniyah were recently published by REACH. 

They indicate that 76 per cent of IDPs plan to remain in their current location 

for at least three months. The rate was lowest in Salah al-Din, where only 39 

per cent plan to remain and 49 per cent are undecided. Widespread eviction 
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threats in the governorate since late 2017 may in part explain the findings. Some 59 per cent of respondents 

do not feel it is currently safe in their areas of origin. 

 

Returns 
UNHCR monitored over 2,400 families departing camps across Iraq. Reasons for returns included the 

perception that areas of origin are safe, to repair or rebuild houses and to resume normal life, especially 

in locations where basic services have become available. However many families moved to other out-

of-camp locations rather than their areas of origin. In Dohuk and UNHCR-operated camps in Ninewa, 

the only locations where available data distinguishes between returns and departure to other locations, 

this represented about 43 per cent of the 828 families who departed camps in July. Many families move 

to secondary locations where they have family and that they regard as safe. Others left as they found 

conditions in the camps unmanageable, including the lack of comprehensive medical services and 

livelihood opportunities, and issues with water and electricity in combination with rising temperatures.     

 

Incidents of recruitment of returnees into government-affiliated armed groups continue to be reported in 

parts of Diyala and Ninewa. According to some reports, groups who control the areas make returns 

conditional on the commitment of families to enlist one or more male family members.    

 

The Prime Minister’s Office has appointed peace committees in a number of areas of Ninewa 

governorate (Telafar, the Ninewa Plain, Ba’aj, and Sinjar), to coordinate with central and local 

government and humanitarian actors on IDP return. UNHCR conducted a joint mission with the Head of 

Telafar Peace Committee on 3 July to understand challenges faced by IDPs wishing to return. Major 

concerns include the lack of water and the high level of destruction. 

 

Returns from Syria  
On 19 July, 205 Iraqis who had been displaced to Aazaz and Akda Camp in Syria returned to Iraq in a 

convoy organized by the Ministry of Migration and Displacement (MoMD). UNHCR and protection 

partners were present at the border point to understand their reasons for return and to identify vulnerable 

cases for follow up. The majority of families were of Turkmen and Arab ethnicity originating from Anbar, 

Ninewa and Salah al-Din governorates. Family reunification as well as economic hardship and lack of 

livelihood opportunities faced in Syria were highlighted as the main reasons for return. Many families 

informed protection partners that they plan to return to areas of origin in Ninewa and Salah al-Din, move 

to Ninewa camps or join relatives in Mosul, though some reported being unsure where they would settle.  

 

Denied Returns 
Incidents of denied returns continue. UNHCR spoke to 16 families in camps from Telafar, Sinjar, Mosul, 

Baiji, and Hamdaniya districts in Ninewa, Ramadi District in Anbar and Shirqat district in Salah al-Din. 

The families, who were predominately female headed households, reported that they could not return 

due to perceived extremist affiliations. Some had tried to return but were forced to leave by members of 

government-affiliated armed groups or the community. Two children who had lost their parents and had 

been living with their uncle were forced by members of an armed group to leave their areas of origin due 

to their parents’ perceived extremist affiliation.  

 

Two groups of IDPs who had been prevented from returning to Garma district in Anbar and Al-Refeat in 

Balad district, Salah al-Din continue to live in secondary displacement. The 12 families from Garma are 

staying in a school while awaiting security approval to return. The second group (56 families) have been 

living in and around a train station in Balad since early February; they were forcefully returned from Al 

Salam camp in Baghdad without coordination between respective authorities and, despite extensive 

advocacy with local authorities, no solution has been found.  
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Forced returns, evictions and relocations  
Threats of eviction or evictions without sufficient notice period, and relocations outside the agreed upon 

framework of the Governorate Return Committees (GRC) continued to be reported in July. 

 

Baghdad: 

 From 30 June – 3 July, Baghdad Operations Command informed camp management in Hay Al-

Jamiaa camp in Mansour district, and Al Ahal and Amel camps and Al Shams complex in Abu 

Ghraib, Baghdad that 45 families from Ninewa and 402 families from Anbar would have to leave, 

in most cases to areas of origin. IDPs in Al Shams and Al Amel were given two-weeks’ notice but 

all evictions were later postponed until September.   

Anbar: 

 On 15 July, approximately 84 families originating from Al Qa’im and Heet in Anbar, living in Al-

Khalidiyah (AK) camps were instructed to return to their areas of origin through organized returns, 

although the majority of families wanted to remain in the camps due to concerns about security, and 

lack of services and shelter in areas of origin. Following advocacy by UNHCR and partners, only 18 

families, who had indicated they wanted to return, were transported by MoMD to their areas of origin. 

In June, Anbar authorities had taken the unilateral decision to relocate IDPs from AK camps to 

Habaniyah Tourist City (HTC) camps in order to close AK camps. In July, the GRC developed a 

plan to consolidate some of the AK camps and facilitate returns and relocations for interested 

families, and is to be implemented during August.   

Kirkuk:   

 In mid-July, the Iraqi Intelligence and Federal Police forces evicted 14 families (77 individuals) 

originating from Hawiga and Kirkuk districts from Kirkuk city centre to camps due to their perceived 

affiliation with extremists. Forced relocation to camps in Kirkuk has been reported since late April, 

affecting at least 80 families (416 individuals), mostly in May by security actors reportedly following 

an order of the acting Governor of Kirkuk. 

Salah al-Din:  

 On 2 July, police confiscated identification documents (ID) of 370 IDP families living in Shaqlawa 

complex in Tikrit and informed them they would have to leave the site. Some families were reportedly 

threatened that their belongings would be destroyed if they did not comply. On 5 July, nearly all 

families departed the complex. At least 123 families moved to other sites in Tikrit while others moved 

to Baiji and Shirqat districts. 

 Confiscation of IDs by police to pressure IDPs to leave informal settlements was also reported in 

informal sites in Qadissya neighbourhood in Tikrit, and in villages in Al Alam district in July. In Al 

Alam, this included eviction threats from police and loud speaker announcements giving them one 

week to return to areas of origin. 

 On 10 July, the Deputy Governor of Salah al-Din issued a letter declaring the planned eviction of 

IDPs from a number of complexes before the end of the month. One week later, at least 56 families 

left Dream City complex moving to Al Karama camps, informal sites in Salah al-Din or returned to 

their areas of origin.   

 On 24 July, Salah al-Din Operations Command (SOC) informed IDPs in Al Shahama camp of the 

camp’s closure in two weeks, allowing IDPs originally from Salah al-Din to move to other locations 

within the governorate, including other camps, while notifying of planned coordination with 

counterparts in other governorates for IDPs not originally from Salah al-Din regarding relocation or 

return. No official communication has followed, nor have the plans been confirmed by the Deputy 

Governor or been announced in the GRC. 

 On 25 July, the SOC issued a letter announcing the planned closure of Basateen Al Shyoukh camp 

in Shirqat district, hosting 300 families (1,470 individuals). Following advocacy, the closure has been 

temporarily halted.  
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 On 28 July, authorities instructed residents of Al Karama camp to leave the camp within five days, 

while exempting those originating from Al Senya sub-district in Baiji and other areas authorities 

considered unsafe. The following day, camp management was informed that IDPs from Tal Abu 

Jarad village in Baiji and Hawiga district in Kirkuk would be have to return unless they could obtain 

a letter through the City Council and the Mayor’s Office in their areas of origin indicating that their 

homes had been destroyed. IDPs from Tal Abu Jarad village were also targeted for forced returns 

in June despite a recent assessment finding that approximately 90 per cent of houses are damaged 

or destroyed and are partially contaminated with explosive hazards.  

 

Although GRCs are active in Salah al-Din and Anbar, consultation through the GRCs and the 

implementation of agreed plans is not always followed, necessitating ad hoc advocacy by humanitarian 

actors. One of the key concerns related to evictions in Salah al-Din continues to be a lack of adequate 

notice of eviction and communication with IDPs. Although few eviction threats are enforced, in large part 

due to timely advocacy by humanitarian actors, IDPs are left in a perpetual stage of uncertainty and 

fear, often resulting in premature returns and secondary displacement.  

 

Engaging Men and Boys in Accountable Practice (EMAP)  
In line with UNHCR’s global prioritization of SGBV prevention through strengthened community 

engagement, UNHCR is in the process of rolling out the EMAP initiative in Iraq. The initiative aims to 

reduce harmful behaviour, increase gender equality in homes and communities, and give participants 

the tools and knowledge to rethink existing norms. The initiative has been welcomed by local authorities 

and humanitarian partners in Iraq as an innovative intervention, which is expected to lead to 

transformative individual behaviour change, while empowering women to influence and guide the 

process.    

 


